Find the following objects around your camp. Then, use your creativity to write out your camp’s or bunk’s name using all the objects, for some friendly competition between bunks!

**FIND SOMETHING:**

- With your camp logo on it
- With numbers on it
- With wheels
- Shaped like a triangle
- With a flower on it
- To do with Chai Lifeline
- To do with Purim
- With 5 or more colors
- That starts with the letter N
- That plays music
- At least 10 years old
- From the 1900’s
- That has buttons
- That has a smell
- That can hold things

**FIND A:**

- Shiny
- With eyes
- Red
- Polka-dotted
- Flat
- That opens
- Fuzzy
- Cold

- Croc or native
- Fan
- Leaf
- Pair of scissors
- Rubber band
- Blue crayon
- Basketball